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ABSTRACT DNS (Domain Name System) is one fundamental Internet infrastructure related to most
network activities. As a feasible tool to govern the Internet, DNS’s stability and interoperability will be
impacted by the countries’ policies or actions along the path. Especially now that many countries have stricter
control over the Internet and even sometimes ‘‘unplug’’ it. But there was no study to quantify the countries’
impact systematically. To fill this research gap, we present DNSWeight. This new data-driven approach
utilizes a large-scale DNS dataset and BGP (Border Gateway Protocol) routing information to calculate the
country-importance score so that a country’s impact on DNS can be gauged. By applying DNSWeight on
large-scale DNS and BGP datasets jointly, our study shows the importance among different countries is
divided. A handful of countries show dominant significance to the current DNS ecosystem. Some countries
with a history of Internet shutdowns are too influential to be ignored if they choose to break themselves from
the Internet. We also examine the impact of IPv6 (IP Version 6) and reveal the ‘‘loop’’ phenomenon that
occurs in some DNS queries. In conjunction with our findings, some discussion and suggestions are given.
In summary, our study shows that DNS reliability needs to be reconsidered at the country’s level.

INDEX TERMS BGP, domain name system, network measurement, network servers.

I. INTRODUCTION
DNS translates the human-readable domains to network-layer
IP addresses. Moreover, as one fundamental Internet infras-
tructure, it powers almost all Internet services like email
and web. Thus its resilience is often highly concerned. One
major threat to DNS resilience is due to its plain-text and
connectionless nature: DNS is frequently under attacks like
packet manipulation and eavesdropping, which fuels content
censorship and access blocking [1]–[3].We consider the issue
from these two perspectives.

1) Who: Country policies and actions influence the DNS
ecosystem. DNS is often used as tool by policymakers to
censor/manage/monitor the Internet. Countries have the abil-
ity, motivation, and action to manipulate or eavesdrop on
the system. In recent years, some countries even ‘‘unplug’’
their network from Internet [4]–[6], which may lead to more
serious consequences.
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2) Where: Countries on the resolution path are equally
important. Many previous works only consider DNS servers
and the network they are located, e.g., topological distribution
of authoritative nameservers. It is insufficient since DNS
manipulation is generally enacted using Man-In-The-Middle
methods [2].

Until now, there was no consensus on how to quantify
the real-world impact of a country on the DNS, though
the answer is essential in guiding how the Internet should
be advanced. Only a few previous studies looked into the
geo-location distribution of root servers and TLD servers [7]
and the influence of Autonomous System (AS) [8]. Still,
the country-level impact cannot be derived from their result.
Therefore, the main effort of this work is to collect relevant
data and develop a new methodology to assess country-wise
importance on DNS, under the consideration of path
information.

Achieving such a goal is non-trivial, however. It is impos-
sible to ‘‘turn off’’ and ‘‘turn on’’ a specific country net
and learn its precise real-world impact. Although researchers
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have developed different platforms and client debugging
applications for DNS measurement, we found that they can-
not be directly applied to our problem (e.g., they are not
scalable to analyze the whole DNS infrastructure). Besides,
we do not find any evaluation metric about country-wise
importance.

A. OUR APPROACH
To address these challenges, we design a new approach
named DNSWeight that can derive country-importance
scores from large-scale DNS datasets and BGP routing infor-
mation. We choose authoritative name servers as our mea-
surement targets. Specifically, we first crawl recursively
to fetch records of nameservers, given a list of domains.
Then, we leverage the BGP routing dataset to discover the
routes matching the addresses of authoritative name servers
(abbreviated toANS in our paper) and construct country paths
fromBGPAS paths. Notice that the path we are studying here
is not the geolocation of the router but the registration country
of the AS. Despite not being its geolocation, we argue that
a router is managed by its network, and thus influenced by
the country in which the network is registered. So analyzing
AS paths allows us to study the impact of countries to some
extent. Meanwhile, the geographical path of a route is also
discussed later in the paper by introducing additional data.
After that, inspired by the concept of betweenness centrality
in graph theory, we propose three-level metrics to compute
the country-wise importance.

B. MAIN FINDINGS
We utilize DNSWeight to analyze a lists of over 1.3 million
popular domains and over 30 million country paths (both
IPv4 and IPv6 are included). Several new insights about
the country’s importance on DNS are obtained, and we
highlight the major findings below. 1) we observe the
importance between different countries is quite unbalanced.
The United States plays a significantly dominant role
in DNS infrastructure in every region. And the gap of
country-importance is more evident in the IPv6 network,
though IPv6 deployment is beneficial for enhancing diver-
sity. 2) we show the evidence that the DNS infrastruc-
ture is highly connected, and countries with a history of
Internet shut-downs, such as India and China, are con-
trolling a large number of domain names and potentially
impacting a lot more (about 50% domains in our list).
3) we found ‘‘country loops’’ of traffic forwarding are persis-
tently observed on the routers that we surveyed. We conclude
the network routes of DNS resolution should be meticulously
optimized.

C. CONTRIBUTIONS
The contributions of this paper are listed as follows:
• We propose a new approach DNSWeight to quantify
the importance of a specific country/region to the entire
DNS infrastructure.

• We use DNSWeight to perform a large-scale mea-
surement study and obtained a suite of insights about
DNS reliability in the lens of countries.

• We will release the source code of DNSWeight to help
other researchers to study related issues.

II. BACKGROUND
A. DOMAIN NAME SYSTEM
The domain name system (DNS) is a distributed and hier-
archical database. Resource Records (RR) of domain names
are stored in the ANS. Figure 1 shows the standard DNS
resolution process. When a client requests the resolution of
a domain name, the stub resolver will usually perform a DNS
request to a recursive resolver (step 1). Then, the recursive
resolver iteratively queries root, Top-Level Domain (TLD),
Second-Level Domain (SLD), and deeper-level name servers
(step 2-4). Finally, the DNS response will be returned to the
client (step 5).

FIGURE 1. Standard DNS resolution process.

In order to make the DNS query function properly, some
NS records of a domain name need to be stored in its parent
zone. NS records contain domain names of name servers.
To reach the name server, one needs to resolve domain names
in NS records first. Sometimes, additional glued A or AAAA
records are required. On the other hand, some NS records are
stored in their authoritative zone. Figure 1 illustrates the two
zones for example.com. In particular, .com has the parent
zone, containing NS RRs and related glue records at its point
of delegation. example.com has the child zone, containing
the authoritative RRs of the name. In practice, the NS records
extracted from the parent zone and the child zone might
be inconsistent. Previous research [9], [10] has found that
different recursive resolvers choose to use NS records in dif-
ferent zones. Considering the inconsistencies in NS records
and resolver implementations, we need to measure the name
servers contained in both zones as comprehensively as pos-
sible to provide a comprehensive picture of the domain
name system. Our ANS collection process accommodates
this parent/child zone setting and we elaborate the details
in Section III-B.
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B. BORDER GATEWAY PROTOCOL
The Internet is a decentralized network, consisting of more
than 60,000 different interconnected network entities, which
are named autonomous systems (ASes). The Border Gate-
way Protocol (BGP) is designed to broadcast routing and
reachability information between ASes. The network routers
that running BGP will propagate its IP prefixes and routing
information to peers in an iterative way. Particularly, a router
propagates and maintains the AS path for each IP prefixes,
which represents a routing path from the router towards this
prefix with AS information attached. In addition, the origin
of this prefix is also included. As shown in Figure 2, for the
routers in AS 500, the entry of IP prefix 3.2.1.0/24 has an
AS path ‘‘500 400 300 200’’.

FIGURE 2. BGP AS path.

Used as a reference for route selection, an AS path also
reveal the path information from an AS to a given IP prefix.
We use the BGP data kept by the research projects [11]–[13]
to construct the routing path from users to ANS. Section III-C
elaborates how we process the BGP data.

C. NETWORK SOVEREIGNTY
Network sovereignty refers to the effort of an authority that
creates boundaries on its governing network for the pur-
poses like information control [14]. In this post-Snowden era,
more countries are seeking network sovereignty [15]. Various
countries from East [16]–[18] and West [19] censor web
content as an approach towards network sovereignty. While
those authorities often argue better network management can
be achieved, network sovereignty raises the concerns because
of not only the compromise of the open Internet, but also the
potential collateral damage to other countries [20]. To the
extreme, in 2019, Russia carried out an experiment which
unplugs its network from the Internet [4].

While the issue is known, we argue its implication to
DNS infrastructure needs to be better studied. As advo-
cated by the Internet community, multiple ANS with broad
geographical distribution should be installed by the domain
owner. Techniques like IP Anycast automatically distribute
users’ DNS requests from one country to another. Taking the
example of Russia, unplugging its network could adversely
impact the DNS resolution of users outside Russia. There
has been no study attempting to quantify a country’s impact,
not to mention a ‘‘what-if’’ analysis about the consequence
when a country’s network is drastically changed (e.g., what
if China blocks all DNS requests from outside). We aim to fill
this gap of understanding and present our measurement result
in section IV-C.

III. METHODOLOGY
We design a system named DNSWeight to measure the
importance of a country/region to the DNS infrastruc-
ture. Section III-A overviews the challenge to measure
country-wise importance on DNS and the rationale of the
design of DNSWeight. Section III-B, III-C and III-D elabo-
rate the design and implementation details of each component
composing DNSWeight.

A. OVERVIEW
Though we cannot ‘‘turn off’’ or ‘‘turn on’’ a network block
to learn its precise impact, we can use the publicly available
data from DNS and routers to estimate it.

Therefore, Internet Services Providers (ISPs) or even gov-
ernments may have various potential impacts to manipu-
late the DNS traffic. To quantify the likelihood of this kind
of threat, we want to measure the ‘‘country importance’’.
It will help us to answer the question that, once a query
of a random domain name is issued, what is the possibility
that the resolution process could be influenced by a specified
country/region? Intuitively, the higher probability indicates
higher impact. To this end, a large-scale DNS dataset aug-
mented with routing information has to be gathered and
analyzed.

Firstly, we choose authoritative name servers as our mea-
surement targets. We have several considerations over this
choice. First, unlike recursive resolvers, authoritative name
servers are owners of domain names. A stub resolver could
connect to different recursive resolvers under different con-
figurations, but the query will finally go to the authoritative
name server of that domain name. Recursive resolvers are
often located near stub resolvers because of performance
considerations, while the authoritative name servers are dis-
tributed in different networks, which are governed by located
countries. On the other hand, unlike DNS-over-HTTPS or
DNS-over-TLS, the traffic between recursive resolvers and
authoritative name servers is still mostly plaintext.

Secondly, in order to obtain a global landscape of country
importance parameters, we want to build a comprehensive
and representative domain name list and consider all of them
in our measurement study. The volume of target domain
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FIGURE 3. Overview of DNSWeight.

names is on the order of millions, which may propose a
challenge to existing measurement platforms.

Further, due to the country in the middle of the traveling
network path of a DNS query may also have the ability to
inspect or hijack DNS packets, it requires us not only to pre-
meditate the country importance as the destination one, but
also in the middle of the network path. Therefore, two types
of importance scores are considered in our approach. One is
‘‘destination-wise importance’’, which indicates the possibil-
ity of a random query going towards a certain country/region.
The other is ‘‘path-wise importance’’, which measures the
possibility of a random query going through a country/region.
The detailed process is discussed in section III-D.
Note that the impact of recursive resolvers, especially

public resolvers, on the DNS ecosystem cannot be ignored,
especially from the user’s perspective. A country is able to
collect a large amount of user DNS queries from all over the
world because it runs a popular and international recursive
resolver. However, this paper discusses the impact from the
perspective of the name owner, or name servers. The study of
recursive resolver could be our future work.

While previous studies have introduced measurement plat-
forms, client-side debugging tools, and data sources for DNS
measurement, we found they cannot be easily applied to our
setting. Measurement platforms like RIPE Atlas [10], [21]
can be leveraged to probe any DNS entity with a selected
vantage point, but using them to probe a large number of DNS
entities is not scalable. DNS data sources like zone files [22]
and passive DNS [23], though they offer a broad view of DNS
ecosystem, are not cataloged by countries/regions and the
routing information (i.e., the routers and nameservers passed
by a DNS request) is not included. In addition, we are not
aware of any metric that is tailored to measure country-wise
importance on DNS and answer the question we raise at the
beginning of this section.
DNSWeight tackles these issues with three components

developed by us. They are illustrated in Figure 3 together with
the workflow. The first component, ANS crawler, is designed
to harvest the destinations of users’ DNS requests by fetching
the records related to ANS through active domain resolving.
Due to the data inconsistency issue between parent zone and
child zone, we develop new zone crawling algorithms that
can recursively find the records of our interest. The second
component, country path finder, is able to efficiently discover
the routes matching our ANS dataset from the BGP data

provided by public sources. In addition, it maps the BGP
routes from AS to country to construct the country paths.
The third component, importance calculator, leverages three
metrics designed by us to assess the country-wise impor-
tance. The key building block of our metrics is betweenness
centrality, a concept in graph theory. With these met-
rics, we can compute the destination-wise and path-wise
importance for any country, on any network region, inside
DNS infrastructure.

Our approach uses both DNS data and BGP data. On the
one hand, we collect information about a large number of
name servers through DNS active measurements. On the
other hand, domain queries can be wiretapped or even tam-
pered with by the network in the path, so attention needs to
be paid to the path, too. As we discussed before, the exist-
ing approach cannot achieve large-scale path measurements,
therefore we used data from BGP to measure the resolution
path. In general, leveraging the hybrid model that combines
active with passive measurements, we are able to obtain net-
work path information of specified authoritative name servers
from thousands of global distributed vantage points.

B. ANS CRAWLER
To quantify the country-wise importance with DNS, we take
a collection of ANS associated with popular domains as the
measurement target. We set the size of the domain list to be
above 1 million, so the majority of users’ DNS requests can
be covered. While one can obtain a larger list of domains
by downloading TLD zone files (e.g., .com and .net from
VeriSign [22]), we did not follow this approach based on two
reasons: 1) someDNS zones are not accessible to researchers,
such as many ccTLD (country code Top-Level Domain)
zones except for a few, but neglecting domains based on
TLDswill lead to biasedmeasurement results; 2) according to
the previous study [24], the majorly records in the zone files
are not requested by any user, so including them in this study
is unnecessary. We compile two lists of popular domains
based on the global view and a local view, by collecting
domain names from public sources and DNS servers.

1) GLOBAL LIST
We downloaded domain name lists from Alexa Top Sites
and Tranco Lists on March 26th, 2020, to fill the global list.
Alexa ranks the popular domains according to the incoming
traffic volume [25], and it has been widely used in previous
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DNS measurement studies [8], [26]–[28]. Tranco is another
domain list proposed by Pochat et al. [29] which overcomes
the issues like instability and ranking manipulation of the
Alexa list. We merge the two lists, which have 1,415,146
unique domains in total.

2) LOCAL LIST
The global list helps us understand a country’s impact on the
global DNS users. However, the impact could vary when
the scope is reduced to a region, as the regional users have
different preferences in visiting domains. As a comparison,
we create a local list of popular domains based on the DNS
requests to a large China public resolver. The estimated
number of users using the resolver is 10 million by counting
the source IP addresses. The list contains 1,048,575 unique
domain names ordered by the count of DNS queries within
one month of 2020.1 Two lists have only 127,678 domains in
common (9.0% in global list and 12.2% in local list).

3) COLLECTING NAMESERVER RECORDS
We need to extract the IP addresses of all ANS associated
with each domain from the domain lists for our measure-
ment study. To this end, we fetch the Nameserver Resource
Records (NS RRs) from the parent zone and the child zone
of each domain. Section II-A describes their relations. As the
nameservers in the parent zone might also be owned by the
domain owner and the addresses could differ from the ones
in the child zone, we combine the NS RRs in both zones and
regard them as ANS in our study.

Algorithm 1 Parent Zone Crawling
Input: domain name d .
Output: NS (PNS ) and glued A/AAAA (PIP) of d in the

parent zone.
1: IP← Root server
2: PNS ,PIP← ∅
3: AA← False
4: N ← 10 // maximum iteration
5: while N > 0 do
6: R← get_dns_response(d,IP)
7: AA← get_AA_bit(R)
8: if AA = True then
9: break;

10: end if
11: PNS ← get_auth_NS(R)
12: PIP← get_glued_IP(R)
13: IP← get_next_nameserver_IP(PNS ,PIP)
14: N ← N − 1
15: end while
16: return PNS ,PIP

For each domain name in the list, we perform a recursive
resolution starting from the root server. A chain of responses

1Lower-bound threshold of query count is 10,279.

from different levels of authoritative servers (e.g., root, TLD,
and SLD) will be returned and we extract the records related
to ANS by looking for the response (termed R) with the
AA flag set. We first extract the parent NS records as well as
the glue records (including A and AAAA) from the responses
issued before R. Algorithm 1 shows the process.

Algorithm 2 Child Zone Crawling
Input: domain name d , its parent NS PNS and glued

A/AAAA PIP.
Output: NS (CNS ) and related A/AAAA (CIP) of d in the
child zone.
1: CNS ,CIP← ∅ // child zone
2: QNS ,QIP← ∅ // queried NS and IP
3: UNS ← PNS // unqueried NS
4: UIP← PIP // unqueried IP
5: while True do
6: I ← get_IP_addr(UNS )
7: QNS ← QNS ∪ UNS
8: UIP← UIP ∪ (I \ QIP) // set complement
9: CIP← CIP ∪ I

10: if UIP = ∅ then // if there’s no new address, quit the
process.

11: break;
12: end if
13: TNS ,TIP← get_ns_record(d,UIP)
14: QIP← QIP ∪ UIP
15: CNS ← CNS ∪ TNS
16: CIP← CIP ∪ TIP
17: UNS ← TNS \ QNS // find unqueried NS
18: UIP← TIP \ QIP // find unqueried IP
19: end while
20: return CNS ,CIP

Following, we extract the child NS records. Algorithm 2
shows the process. For every domain d in the list, we main-
tain an unqueried NS set UNS and an unqueried IP set UIP.
They are initialized by the data obtained in the parent zone
crawling. At each step, we start with resolving IP addresses
for all NS in UNS , then add the new ones to UIP. Next,
we query NS records of d to all IP in set UIP, to seek new
NS and IP addresses to augment UNS and UIP. We will repeat
this process until there are no new NS/A/AAAA records that
could be found.

With this recursive searching process, all ANS with con-
nections to a domain can be identified. Besides, this process
might incur high overhead on our crawler and DNS servers.
We optimize this process by caching the responses locally.
Our key observation is that many domain names share a
same group of ANS, usually operated by public name service
provider like Cloudflare [8]. Thus, if two domains share a
same name server, it doesn’t need to be queried twice for its
IP address. Therefore, in our approach, all query responses
are cached locally in the process of measurement. Every
request is sent only after failed attempt to retrieve the answer
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from the local cache. This optimization reduces the workload
significantly of not only the recursive resolver, but also the
target name servers.

We deployed our crawler on a VPS (Virtual private server)
in Japan. It takes two days to crawl the global and local
lists. For the global list, 1,380,395 (97.5%) names could be
resolved. We found 314,270 distinct NS records associated
with 154,333 IPv4 addresses and 13,126 IPv6 addresses in
the parent zones. Besides, 357,278 distinct NS records associ-
ated with 223,154 IPv4 addresses and 25,682 IPv6 addresses
are extracted from the child zone. The child zones have
45% more IPv4 addresses and 96% more IPv6 addresses
than the parent zones. For the local list, 838,568 (80%)
names could be resolved. While 62,422 distinct IPv4 and
11,160 IPv6 addresses could be found in the parent
zone, 79,999 (28% more) IPv4 and 19,351 (74% more)
IPv6 addresses could be found in the child zone. The ratios of
different types of records are shown in Table 1. Note that the
local list is a domain list ranked by query count from a public
resolver. It does not check if the responses are valid. So more
domains in the local list (20.0%) fail to resolve compared to
the global list (2.46%).

TABLE 1. Ratios of ANS records related to parent zone (P) and child
zone (C) in global and local list. NS(·), IPv4(·), IPv6(·) are the set of
NS records, IPv4 addresses and IPv6 addresses of the
parent and child zone.

When taking a closer look at our data, we found non-
negligible inconsistency between the parent zone and the
child zone, which illustrates the necessity of performing ANS
crawling across different name servers. We found more than
43% collected domains have more IPv4 addresses in the
child zone comparing to the parent zone. About 6% domains
have IP addresses in parent zone not belonging to domains’
child zone, which might be dangling records [30]. Our result
about NS distribution is similar to a recent work [9] but the
IP distribution is different. There could be two reasons:
1) We use popular domain list while previous work [9] uses

zone files of 3 TLDs (.com, .net, and .org). 2) We crawl
all ANS we find while previous work [9] randomly
choose one.

4) INFLUENCE OF VANTAGE POINT (VP)
Crawling from different parts of the world may lead to
different NS/A/AAAA records. To quantify the influence
of VP choice in the process of NS crawling, we acquire
NS data of domains in the global list from two vantage points
in Japan and Los Angeles in the same period of time and find
that only less than 0.3% of successfully resolved domains
have at least one different name server. We further look into
the details and find that part of the differed records is not
inclusion relationship, possibly due to CDNs. So in our study,
we use IP addresses retrieved from one vantage point as the
study target.

5) INFLUENCE OF TEMPORAL IP CHURN
In addition to spatial VP choice, the influence of temporal
IP churn is also considered. Crawling all domains in the list
is still time-consuming and the results might vary at different
time and by network conditions. The IP churn related to
a domain could lead to inconsistency in the later stage of
routes lookup. To estimate the likelihood of such IP churn,
we crawl the domains again a month later and found only
1.3% domains have at least one IP address changed and all of
the changes are IPv6 addresses. Therefore, we conclude our
dataset is stable longitudinally during our experiment.

C. COUNTRY PATH FINDER
With the ANS collected, we obtain their associated country
paths, which is defined as all countries that a request passes
through from a vantage point to a destination IP address of
ANS. To achieve this goal, We first collect the routing data
and locate the AS paths related to the studied ANS. With
the AS-to-country mapping, we convert each AS path to a
country path. Below we elaborate on the three steps.

1) STEP ONE: COLLECTING ROUTES
We download BGP tables from routers around the world and
extract the routes. Three sources are leveraged: 1) RIPERout-
ing Information Service [11], 2) RouteViews [12], 3) Isolario
Project [13]. The details of the data are listed in Table 2. The
routes of the three sources are merged and the inconsistency
between routers should be resolved. As such, when multiple
routers are observed in an AS, we choose only one router

TABLE 2. Statistics of BGP data. #ASN is number of distinct AS.
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with the largest number of routing entries. IPv4 routers and
IPv6 routers are selected separately. We collected snapshots
of route tables from the same period of time as ANS crawling.
In the end, our dataset contains routes from 654 IPv4 routers
and 477 IPv6 routers, covering 679 different ASes.

2) STEP TWO: LOCATING AS PATH
A BGP route in the downloaded BGP data consists of a
path of AS numbers (called AS path) and an entry IP pre-
fix, which specifies how a packet should travel from one
router to another. We locate the AS path between a van-
tage point router (V ) and a nameserver (N ), by querying
the N ’s IP address on the routing table of V . We use the
longest prefix match algorithm [31] to find the best route.
The IP address of N could be converted to an IP prefix
(/24 for IPv4 and /64 for IPv6) before query, as the pre-
fixes longer than them are rarely seen in public routing
tables [32]. For instance, assume example.com. has an
ANS 199.43.135.53 and we choose a router in AS
4777 as our vantage point. In its routing table, the most
relevant entry is199.43.135.0/24, which has anAS path
‘‘4777 2516 3257 40528 26710’’. Then the path is
selected as the AS path from V to N .

3) STEP THREE: COUNTRY PATH MAPPING
After an AS path is located, we map each AS node to a
country to construct a country path using an AS-to-Country
database, ASRank [33]. The derived path could have identical
country nodes consecutively, and we remove the duplicated
nodes with a node collapsing process.

As shown in Figure 4, AS path ‘‘4777 2516 3257
40528 26710’’ is converted to ‘‘AU JP DE US’’ as AS
40528 and AS 26710 share the same country.We also aug-
ment each country node with RIR (Regional Internet registry)
using the Country-RIR mapping provided by RIPE [34],
to study a country’s impact on a bigger region.

FIGURE 4. Converting AS path to country path.

4) LIMITATION OF ROUTER SELECTION
The vantage points used by our study are actually routers
affiliated with the three data sources. Each router has a num-
ber of routes but the distribution is not even. In addition,
the routers of some data sources are concentrated in one
region. For example, the data we collected has far more
routers in Europe (see Table 3). We divide vantage points
by RIR in the later measurement study, which alleviates the
issue of uneven distribution of routers and gives us a more

TABLE 3. Statistics about vantage points and country paths. ‘‘VP’’ and
‘‘Paths’’ are vantage points and country paths.

accurate understanding of user perspectives on each conti-
nent. Also, the routing data is acquired from public shared
routing tables, so private peering [35] is not considered in our
study. We leave that for our future work.

5) COUNTRY-PATH & GEOGRAPHICAL PATH
We use the AS’s owner country to construct a country path,
instead of its routers’ residential information. Sometimes,
the residing country and owner country differ [36]. For
instance, though managed by a German network provider,
a router forwarding the traffic could reside in an IXP (Internet
exchange point) in the US. We argue that, even if a router
is not located in its registered country, it is still managed
by the network to which it belongs, and thus influenced by
the policies of the country to which the AS belongs. For
instance, network surveillance or traffic hijacking could be
deployed. In our study, we want to estimate the influence of
the country on the DNS system, so we define the country
path based on the aforementioned observation. On the other
hand, the geographical path of a route is also discussed in the
later section IV-E.

D. IMPORTANCE CALCULATOR
After we obtain the country path from all vantage points
to each ANS, we calculate the importance scores for each
country (or country-wise importance) within DNS. The coun-
try located at the destination and middle of the path will be
computed separately.

If a country is important as a destination, it is supposed
to have strong influences on the resolution result. To be
more specific, if a country’s destination-wise importance
is 1, it means that all queries of all domains in the list will
eventually go into this country.

On the other hand, if a country is important in the middle
of the path, it is more likely to impact the resolution topology,
e.g., deciding the next country to receive the DNS requests.
If the country’s path-wise importance is 1, it means that all
DNS queries in our measurement will go through this country
on the path.

The country-wise importance is computed separately for
IPv4 and IPv6.

While the choices of importance metrics are abundant,
we would like the metric to measure the probability that,
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on average, a DNS query passes through/to a country towards
a domain name. Here, we use tdst (ci) and tpath(ci) to repre-
sent the destination-wise importance and path-wise impor-
tance of a country ci. We would like two properties to hold:
1) linearity, for country ci and cj, if tdst (ci) = n · tdst (cj), then
ci has n times influence as destination comparing to cj. The
same applies to path-wise importance; 2) additivity, tdst and
tpath can be added together to represent the overall importance
of a country.

Based on the above requirement, we design three levels
of importance. The higher-level importance is composed of
the lower-level ones. A set of notations are defined here:
we define the list of domains as D = {d1, d2, . . . , dn}. For
each domain di, the ANS set is Ni = {A1,A2, . . .} and Aj =
{IP1, IP2, . . .} are the associated IPv4 and IPv6 addresses. For
an IP address IPi, country paths going towards it composes a
set σIPi = {p1, p2, . . .}, where pi is a country path.

1) IP-LEVEL IMPORTANCE
We use betweenness centrality [37], a concept in graph the-
ory, to reflect the degree of interaction between one country
node and others. It is built on the number of shortest paths
passing through the node. This metric has also been used by
routing studies [28], [38].

For IPj, all country paths towards it is σIPj . Then for
country path pk , we define last(pk ) as the last node on the
path. And define path(pk ) as the nodes except the first and
last nodes. For a country ci and IPj, the destination-wise
importance is:

rdst (ci, IPj) =
|{pk |pk ∈ σIPj , ci = last(pk )}|

|σIPj |

Similarly, the path-wise importance could be defined as:

rpath(ci, IPj) =
|{pk |pk ∈ σIPj , ci ∈ path(pk )}|

|σIPj |

To sum up, given a country ci and an address IPj,
IP-level importance represents how likely a DNS packet goes
through/to country ci when access IPj.

2) DOMAIN-LEVEL IMPORTANCE
For a country ci, domain dk and its nameservers Aj ∈ Nk .
Based on IP-level importance, we define domain-level
destination-wise (sdst ) and path-wise (spath) importance as
follows:

sdst (ci, dk ) =
1
|Nk |

∑
Aj∈Nk

1
|Aj|

∑
IPm∈Aj

rdst (ci, IPm)

spath(ci, dk ) =
1
|Nk |

∑
Aj∈Nk

1
|Aj|

∑
IPm∈Aj

rpath(ci, IPm)

Domain-level importance is the average of IP-level
importance values calculated for each IP address of ANS.
It represents how likely a DNS packet goes through/to coun-
try ci when resolving a domain dk . We consider the same
weight for all ANS under a domain because previous research

shows they are often accessed together by the recursive
resolvers [39].

3) DNS-LEVEL IMPORTANCE
For a country ci, a domain list D, given domain-level
importance, we define DNS-level destination-wise (tdst ) and
path-wise (tpath) importance as follows:

tdst (ci) =
1
|D|

∑
dk∈D

sdst (ci, dk )

tpath(ci) =
1
|D|

∑
dk∈D

spath(ci, dk )

It represents how likely a DNS packet goes through/to
country ci when all domains in D are considered. We do not
multiply domain-level importance with a power-law coeffi-
cient [40], which reflects the distribution of Internet traffic to
domains, because we want to measure a country’s influence
on DNS infrastructure rather than actual traffic. So in our
model, an ANS that hosts multiple domains is more important
than an ANS host one single popular domain. However,
to provide a comprehensive picture of the process, we also
study the importance score when considering domain popu-
larity in section IV-F

4) DISCUSSION
The BGP dump is the snapshot of the current routing table.
If a path in it fails due to some reason, it is highly likely for the
router to choose another viable route path. Therefore, instead
of all possible routes, we only consider the current path in the
snapshot in our approach to reduce the computation overhead
and depict current importance. Still, the volume of paths
(over tens of millions) presents a representative view of the
country’s importance in DNS.

IV. MEASUREMENT RESULT
With the routing data collected about domains in our lists,
we assessed the country’s importance in the DNS infras-
tructure and reported our findings in this section. We first
look into the impact of different countries by IPv4 and
IPv6 addresses and country’s influence on domain names.
Then, we switch the perspective from country to domain and
measure the geographical patterns of ANS deployment. Next,
we analyze the patterns of country paths and the loops in
particular. Finally, we study how the local list will impact the
measurement result.

A. IPv4 COUNTRY IMPORTANCE
Maintaining the ANS diversity is important for the robust-
ness of DNS resolution, which is highly advocated by the
Internet community. In particular, RFC 1034 requires at
least 2 ANS to be maintained for each DNS zone [41] and
RFC 2182 asks for geographical and topological diversity of
ANS [42]. While the ANS diversity within the zone files has
been measured [8], what is the role a country plays and how it
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TABLE 4. Top 10 most important countries/regions of IPv4 DNS separated by RIRs. The countries are ranked by overall importance (tdst + tpath). CC is
alpha-2 country code. tdst is destination-wise importance. tpath is path-wise importance.

FIGURE 5. tdst and tpath of IPv4 importance of each country, divided by RIRs. The red points are the top 10 most important
countries/regions by overall importance (tdst + tpath). The x-axis and y-axis are in logarithmic scale.

impacts DNS resolution are not assessed. The data we collect
allows us to answer these questions.

Specifically, we choose the domain names in the global list
(1,380,395) and their IPv4 ANS (154,333 in parent zone and
223,154 in child zone) to measure the country’s importance
in the IPv4 space. For the routes reaching the ANS, we sep-
arate them by the routers’ RIR to more precisely assess the

impact based on users’ geo-locations, since the routing paths
could differ based on where users initiate DNS request. The
5 RIRs are AfriNIC (Africa), APNIC (East Asia, Oceania,
South Asia, and Southeast Asia), ARIN (Antarctica, Canada,
parts of the Caribbean, and the United States), LACNIC
(the Caribbean and all of Latin America) and RIPE NCC
(Europe, Central Asia, Russia, and West Asia). Table 3 lists
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the statistics of our routers based on RIR. Though our col-
lected paths are unbalanced among different RIRs, we are
able to have sufficient paths for each one to obtainmeaningful
results.

We apply DNSWeight to compute tdst and tpath for each
country. Table 4 shows result divided by routers’ RIRs.
Figure 5 shows tpath and tdst for each country/region. tpath
is usually small for most countries (less than 10−2) because
a large number of routes connect one country to another
without going through a third country.

Our first finding is the United States (US) plays the
dominant role in DNS, which echoes with other studies
about Internet infrastructures [43], [44]. Not only it serves
most ANS (tdst ranges from 0.471 to 0.541), but it also relates
to most paths (tpath ranges from 0.087 to 0.252) for almost all
RIRs. This can be explained partially by the US companies’
dominance in providing domain hosting services and online
content, and partially by its unique geographical and political
location as the hub. The only exception is ARIN, where tpath
of US is 0.087, which is less than 0.182 of European Union
(EU).2 Surprising at first glance, the observation is reasonable
because tpath considers the nodes except the start and the end,
while a large portion of DNS requests in ARIN is originated
or ended in the US without going to another country. Among
all the RIRs, the destination-wise impact of the US is least
in APNIC, which can be explained by that countries/regions
like China (CN) and Hong Kong (HK) have a significant
market share in Internet business locally. On the other hand,
the US has a dominant impact on AfriNIC, with overall
importance of 0.758 (tdst+ tpath), meaning that for an African
user, queries to 76% domains could be impacted by US.
We speculate this is because 1) fewer local ANS are deployed
in Africa, 2) African countries lack local IXP and have to
rely on the US and 3) the small number of routers covered
by our dataset. Followed by US, European countries like
Germany (DE) also have strong impacts across RIRs. Among
countries under AfriNIC, APNIC, and LACNIC, we found
South Africa (ZA), Hong Kong (HK), and Brazil (BR) have
strong local impacts.

Secondly, we find that for the different regions, some
countries have a greater local impact. For instance,
in APNIC, countries/regions like Hong Kong (HK, 0.1233),
China (CN, 0.057) and Singapore (SG, 0.038) have a
big share in importance score. While in LACNIC, Spain
(ES, 0.143), Italy(IT, 0.066) and Brazil (BR, 0.031) play
important roles. The reason for such diversity may be due to
differences in user interests (large tdst such as China), Internet
infrastructure (large tpath such as Spain) or both.
Thirdly, as shown in Figure 5, some countries such as

China and Russia have a large tdst but very small tpath,
meaning that while they host a large number of ANS,
they do not have significant impacts on DNS resolution
paths. Though, as described in Section II-C, these coun-

2Some ASes are affiliated with EU instead of individual countries.
3overall importance calculated by tdst + tpath.

FIGURE 6. World HeatMap about country-wise importance (in logarithmic
scale) aggregated across RIRs.

tries might enforce network sovereignty, our result indicates
the resolution of domains outside those countries will not
be largely impacted. Figure 6 also illustrates the overall
importance of every country.4 Generally speaking, developed
countries are more ‘‘developed’’ even in DNS ecosystemwith
the exception of BRICS (Brazil, Russia, India, China and
South Africa).

B. IPv6 COUNTRY IMPORTANCE
Though the push for broader IPv6 adoption is strong,
section III-B shows yet the ANS support of IPv6 is dispropor-
tional to IPv4 (e.g., 11.7× and 8.7× IPv4 addresses associ-
ated with parent and child zones of the global list comparing
to IPv6). On the other hand, the IPv6 coverage of domain
resolution (57% for global list) is considerably better than that
of user devices (24%) [45] and websites (20%) [46]. We are
interested in how each country performs in the IPv6 space and
we apply the same measurement method on the IPv6 data.

Table 5 lists the top 10 countries/regions in a similar way
as Table 4. US still tops the overall impact (tdst + tpath)
in all RIRs, to more extend. The countries local to each
RIR except US, DE, and EU have less impact in the DNS
IPv6 space. Deployment of anycast, path diversity brought by
direct peering [47], and relatively balanced ANS distribution
could be the reasons why IPv4 shows a more diverse picture.
We encourage more effort from the community to deploy
IPv6 Anycast and more IPv6 ANS to enhance both the user’s
experience and the ANS’s robustness.

Each country’s impact on an RIR differs, with some coun-
tries having a much stronger presence than others, and we
want to quantify the gap within RIR. To this end, we com-
pute the Gini coefficient [48] among countries, which is
the most widely used measure of inequality in economics.
It has been leveraged to measure the inequality of social
networks, e-commerce, and digital divide as well [49]–[51].
Assume ti, 1 . . . n are the importance scores of n countries for
users in an RIR, below is the equation we use to compute
the Gini coefficient. Overall importance, tdest , and tpath are

4White countries are due to incompleteness of data sources.
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TABLE 5. Top 10 most important countries/regions of IPv6 DNS. The settings are the same as table 4.

TABLE 6. Global Gini coefficients of IPv4/IPv6 Internet separated
by 5 RIRs. Go, Gd and Gp are computed on overall importance,
tdest and tpath respectively.

computed separately.

G =

∑n
i=1

∑n
i=1 |ti − tj|

2n
∑n

i=1 ti

If the Gini coefficient equals 0, it means total equality
among countries. On the contrary, if the Gini coefficient
equals 1, it means one country has full control of the entire
DNS in the region. As shown in Table 6, the Gini coefficients
are all relatively high (over 0.9) for both IPv4 and IPv6 of all
5 RIRs, meaning the inequality gap is prominent. Comparing
to IPv4, IPv6 has even larger Gini coefficients, which can
be explained by the vastly different investment each country
spends in IPv6 development. To make DNS infrastructure
more robust, such inequality should be addressed with con-
tinuous efforts from the Internet community.

C. COUNTRY’s INFLUENCE ON DOMAINS
After examining a country’s impact on the entire DNS,
we drill down to the level of the individual domain. A domain
could be influenced by a country on several levels. If a
domain’s ANS is located in a country, then all requests will
be affected no matter where they come from. The resolution
of this domain could be disrupted if the country chooses to
cut off the links from the Internet. The country on the path
can also eavesdrop or manipulate DNS packets when encryp-
tion is not enforced, which is still the dominant case [52].

TABLE 7. Country’s influence on domains ranked by ‘‘absolute’’ domain
count. The numbers are domain count.

Therefore, we break down a country’s influence on domain
names into four levels and measure them separately:
• Absolute: All paths to all ANS of a domain are
directed towards that country (this domain will not be
resolvable after Internet cut-off).

• Semi-Absolute: Excluding absolute, a country
appears in every path to all ANS of a domain5 (the
country has the ability to inspect and manipulate all
queries about this domain).

• Influential: Excluding the above two cases,
a country appears in at least one path to domain’s ANS.

• None: A country does not appear in any path.
We combine all IPv4/IPv6 paths from all 5 RIRs to com-

pute every country’s influence level on every domain in
the global list. We find absolute and influential
are the main reasons when a domain is influenced by a
country. Table 7 lists top countries ranked by absolute
domain counts. US is leading with 681,969 out of 1.3 million
domains, followed by Germany (59,956), China (54,377),
Russia (50,618), France (29,873) and Japan (19,277).

5The first country in the path longer than 1 is not counted because it is the
vantage point.
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These countries have domestic Internet services well devel-
oped to serve their residents’ needs. If many domains are
hosted in a country or region, it will also be important.

Next, we want to answer this ‘‘what-if’’ question: when
a country isolates itself from the Internet, how much impact
will be introduced to the DNS ecosystem? We investigate a
list of countries which once was found cutting off the Inter-
net [4], [5], [53]–[55] and their influence levels, some of them
are listed in Table 7, too. Among these countries with a history
of ‘‘Internet cut-off’’, China (709,899), Russia (328,389), and
India (767,454) are the top 3 in influential. Though
not very important path-wise, countries like China, Russia
and India has absolute influence on plenty of domains, and
could influence even more. To notice, though the number
of domains characterized as influential is large, many
of the domains should still be accessible even when the top
countries cut off the Internet, as they have multiple routes
available. Iran, on the other hand, has more domains charac-
terized as absolute than influential, indicating that
Iran’s network is relatively isolated from the world already.
The influences of the surveyed countries vary. Even if some of
the servicesmight be viewed by local users mostly, the impact
cannot be ignored if China, Russia, Iran, and India enforce
network isolation.

D. ANS DEPLOYMENT PATTERNS
The previous measurement tasks investigate the impact of
countries on the resolution paths. In this section, we change
the view from country to domain and analyze the preferences
of domain owners in installing ANS into the zone files. The
deployment pattern of ANS has been measured by previous
work [8] and we complement this work by adding another
view about countries: we compute country-wise diversity,
or the number of countries associated with all ANS, for each
domain.

Figure 7a illustrates the country-wise diversity of domain
names in the global list (1,380,395 domains) and we combine
the IPv4 and IPv6 data. We found 77% domains placed all
ANS in one country, which can be vulnerable when the
country’s Internet is disrupted.

We further characterize the reason behind the country dis-
tribution, which is also illustrated in Figure 7a. Two promi-
nent reasons are identified:Multiple Origin AS (MOAS) [56]
and multiple ANS (MANS). MOAS happens when an IP of
an ANS is announced by multiple ASes, which is usually
caused by IPAnycast, load-balancingwithmulti-homing [57]
or misconfiguration of routers [56]. MANS occurs when the
domain owner intentionally installs multiple ANS in different
countries. We classify a domain with multiple ANS into
MOAS, MANS, and both, using BGP and AS-to-Country
data. We found MANS is the dominant category when more
than two countries are involved and it can be explained by the
use of third-party DNS providers. For instance, many domain
names are hosted by DNS.COM, a Chinese company. The
address of its ANS 218.98.111.0/24 is published by at
least two ASes, one is AS 21859, an American network,

FIGURE 7. Country-wise diversity versus the ratio of domains. ‘‘MOAS’’,
‘‘MANS’’, ‘‘both’’ and ‘‘none’’ characterize the reason behind the country
distribution.

the other is AS 133775, a network in China. Thus requests
around the world have the chance to be routed to either
one of them. A similar phenomenon can be observed on
Godaddy’s DNS. When two countries are involved, MOAS
has a comparable ratio as MANS.

Then we look into the details about domain names with
dual-stack name resolution (supporting both IPv4/IPv6) [58].
Out of 806,361 domains with at least one IPv6 ANS,
we found the country-wise diversity for 27.2% domains is
more than 1, and the ratio is higher than domains with only
IPv4 ANS (16.4%). Still, the majority (72.8%) of dual-stack
domain names have all of IPv4 and IPv6 ANS located in one
country. On the other hand, for 17,114 domains, at least one
new country not covered by the IPv4 ANS is introduced by
its IPv6 ANS, suggesting they use a different set of ANS for
IPv4 and IPv6 resolution. Yet, the number of IPv6 ANS is
much fewer than IPv4 ANS and we recommend broaden-
ing the deployment of IPv6 ANS for more robust IPv6 and
overall DNS resolution. Figure 8 compares the distribution
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FIGURE 8. CDF of the country-wise diversity for domains supporting
dual-stack/pure IPv4 resolution.

of country-wise diversity between dual-stack and pure
IPv4 resolution.

The prior measurement is carried out on the global list
containing both popular domains and less popular domains.
We are interested in whether similar country-wise diversity is
observed in the very popular domains. To this end, we select
a subset of top 1K domains from the Alexa list and the
measurement result is illustrated in Figure 7b. It turns out the
top domains are more likely to concentrate their ANS: about
88% domains use one country for ANS, comparing to 77% of
all domains in the global list. A possible reason is that these
sites prefer self-hosting, or being served by DNS providers
that do not support country diversity. When more than one
country hosts ANS, MANS is the major reason.

E. COUNTRY PATH AND COUNTRY LOOP
With Country Path Finder of DNSWeight, we are able to
reconstruct the DNS resolution routes with countries being
the nodes. We are interested in the path statistics, particularly
how many countries a DNS request has to come across utill
reaching ANS. Figure 9 shows the distribution. The average
country path length is 2.6, meaning that a DNS request needs
to travel 2.6 countries on average to be responded to. It sug-
gests a high degree of interconnection between countries.
The distribution is quite similar for all RIRs except ARIN,
of which 67.8% paths involve at most two countries and
38.3% paths involve one only country (we call them domestic
paths). As a vast number of paths have to go through the
US, shorter paths within ARIN are observed. This result
also matches our findings about US’s high country impor-
tance (Section IV-A and IV-B). On the contrary, only 0.2%
domestic paths within the AfriNIC indicates its high reliance
on other countries to fulfill DNS resolutions. To reduce the
latency and improve the reliability of DNS resolution, these
countries can deploy more local DNS services.

Among the country paths, country loops, which travel the
same country/region twice, deserve more attention because
they could introduce inefficient or privacy-violating rout-
ing [59]. Previous research uses BGP or traceroute data to
identify the loops solely on the routing plane [14], [59].
Our study extends it to the DNS resolution setting. Specif-
ically, we analyze all 78,904,677 country paths (IPv4 and
IPv6 together) collected from 2,035 routers and identify

FIGURE 9. CDF of the length of country paths, separated by RIR.

the ones with repeated country/region nodes. In total,
2,997,486 paths are detected, constituting 4.6% of all paths.
Then, we select the ones with the same starting and end-
ing country/region node and obtain 1,372,231 paths from
1,274 routers, about 1.7% of all paths. They are considered
as the country loops of our interest and we divide them based
on the RIR of the country nodes. The numbers are shown
in Table 8.

TABLE 8. Types and numbers of country loops.

Though the ratio of country loops constitutes only a small
portion of all country paths, they persist in 62.6% routers
(1,274 out of 2,035). We find that 62.1% of country loops
follow the path ‘‘ARIN -> RIPE NCC -> ARIN’’, suggesting
the strong connection between Europe and North America.
And some countries such as Poland, Japan, andAustralia have
over 90% of routers which keep at least one country loop.

To further analyze the reasons behind country loops,
we cross-check some of the path data with PeeringDB [36],
a database storing the geographic locations of facilities of
exchange points. We selected the paths of which every hop
has amatch in PeeringDB. Then the geo-location of every hop
could be inferred from the facility location of the exchange
point. Our study find that many country loops (15,636 dif-
ferent paths in our data) are possibly located in a single
country, since every hop as well as the start and the end of
the path has at least one facility in the same country/region.
However, this could still be an issue because, as we discuss
in section III-C, a router is managed by its network owner
and thus could be influenced by the policy of the country
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behind it, e.g., under network surveillance. On the other
hand, a portion of loops goes across countries if no private
peering is assumed. For instance, European countries are well
connected to each other, and many loops (202 in our data)
have emerged. Frequent data exchange between Hong Kong
and Singapore sometimes leads to loops (28 in our data) as
well. And we also find some ‘‘Canada-US-Canada’’ loops
(157 in our data), which echo previous works [14].

F. LOCAL LIST
We use the global list for the prior measurement tasks.
However, country-wise importance could differ when a dif-
ferent set of domains is inspected. To quantify the impact
of domain selection, we switch from the global list to
the local list described in Section III-B, which consists
of 1,048,575 domains encountered by a public resolver in
China. The routes to those domains are collected and we use
DNSWeight to construct the country paths. We reduce the
routers to the ones within APNIC to understand the local
impact.

In Table 9 we show the top 10 countries based on tdst and
tpath. Unsurprisingly, the country has the maximum tdst is
changed from the US to China (CN), which scores 0.585 for
IPv4 and 0.542 for IPv6. Other Asian countries/regions like
Hong Kong (HK) and Singapore (SG) rise as well. The result
shows the popular regional domains prefer to use the ANS
within the same region. On the other hand, this result should
be taken a grain of salt. As China government actively censors
Chinese users’ Internet traffic [18], Internet services in China
differ greatly from the rest of the world, which introduces vast
differences between the global and local lists The conclusion
could differ when other countries’ list is used.

TABLE 9. Top 10 countries based on local list, ordered by tdst and tpath
separately.

In contrast to tdst , we found tpath is less influenced by the
change of domain list. Specifically, for IPv4, the ten most
important countries ordered by tpath in Table 9 are also the ten
most important countries for global list. For IPv6, the overlap
is nine. The US tops the ranking with 0.265 for IPv4 and
0.611 for IPv6. The result shows the routing decisions are
similar across different sets of domains. Due to restrictions of
space and data we choose not to perform measurements with

vantage points and targets in more countries/regions. This is
left for future studies.

In our previous experiments, we treated all domains in the
target list equally in order to represent the impact of a region
on the entire domain name system. In this setting, a region that
can influence more domains receives a greater importance
score. On the other hand, we can also consider the different
levels of importance of each domain name. As introduced
in section III-D, Previous research [40] showed that user
access to domain names followed a power-law distribution.
This implied that more users would visit the most popular
domains. For the domains in the local list, we collected the
total number of times they were queried. In the following
experiment, we weight and normalize each domain by its
query count and use this to calculate the importance score.
A region that can influence more queries or more popular
domains receives a greater importance score in this setting.

The result is shown in table 10. In general, the regions/
countries that were previously more important in the algo-
rithm remain essential, such as China (CN), United States
(US), HongKong (HK) and Singapore (SG). Thus, it suggests
that the regions that affect more domain queries generally also
affect more domain names. Comparing to IPv6, IPv4 scores
are more concentrated in China because many popular web-
sites in the list are used by Chinese users. Their DNS is
also deployed in China. Our further fine-grained analysis
reveals that for IPv4 authoritative name servers, 97.6% of the
importance score is related to just 1% of the IP addresses.
This result is consistent with previous studies [8]. Overall,
multiple methods of importance calculation are consistent in
their description of reality.

TABLE 10. Top 10 countries based on local list, considering domain
popularity, ordered by tdst and tpath separately.

V. RELATED WORKS
Our study measures the importance of a country in the lens
of DNS. Below we review the measurement studies focusing
on routing and DNS first and then the ones using both data.

A. MEASUREMENT OF ROUTING
To measure the dynamics of Internet routes, two data
sources are mainly used [60], including BGP [59], [61]–[67]
and traceroute [14], [28], [68]–[71]. Traceroute requires
active probing, which is not applicable for our large-scale
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analysis [28], [71]. In addition, prior studies show that
AS information derived from the traceroute data could be
inaccurate [72], [73]. As such, we use BGP data, which has
better coverage of routes and accuracy. On the other hand,
neither data source is perfect [60], [74], [75], and inconsis-
tencies have been observed [76]. We plan to investigate how
to augment the BGP data with traceroute data to obtain more
precise results in the future.

Measuring the geographic characteristics of routing is
the focus of previous studies. Reference [65] measured
country-to-country importance in routing, that is, how likely
a country is on the routes between any two other countries.
References [66] and [67] evaluated AS-to-AS and
AS-to-country importance similarly. Some works estimated
country-to-web [28], [71] or AS-to-web [64] importance,
that is, how like a country or an AS is on the routes for
visiting popular websites. Routing detour is measured in [14],
[28], [59], [71], and [77] found anycast traffic sometimes are
routed to out-of-country PoP (Point of Presence) even when
an in-country PoP is available.

Compared to the prior studies, the main contribution of this
work is to offer new insights about country-to-DNS impor-
tance, which has never been investigated a priori. In addition,
the number of websites and countries we select to assess
the importance is significantly larger than prior works using
hundreds of popular sites and few countries [28], [64], [71].

B. MEASUREMENT OF DNS
Numerous works have been done to measure the DNS infras-
tructure with passive or active data collection. The first
approach [78], [79] obtains DNS logs from DNS servers [77]
and historical database [23], or downloads zone files [8].
The second approach issues DNS queries from vantage
points against DNS servers for performance measurement
or anomaly identification. Platforms like RIPE Atlas [9],
[10], [21], [80], [81], proxy networks [2], [82] and ad
networks [83] were leveraged as crowd-sourced vantage
points. In addition, researchers use open resolvers, which
can be identified through scanning IPv4 address space [3],
[39], [84], to forward DNS requests and conduct active
measurement [26], [80], [85].

Our study attempts to assess country importance based
on the distribution of nameservers. Previous works have
extensively measured nameservers, focusing the aspects like
performance [79], [81], [86], [87], security [30], [88], pri-
vacy [52], [89], configuration issues [8], [90] and record
inconsistencies [9], [10], [21]. Though DNS is designed as
a distributed system for reliability, recent studies revealed the
trend of centralizing DNS services. For example, [8] showed
that SLD names are increasingly sharing nameservers.
References [27], [91], [92] discovered that nameservers of
popular websites run on a small number of hosting or cloud
services. Inter-dependencies were identified between zone
files [93], [94], which could damage the reliability of DNS
potentially [95]. The results of our study complement prior
works regarding the distribution of DNS services, showing

that some countries have prominent impacts on the whole
DNS infrastructure.

C. MEASUREMENT ON DNS AND ROUTING JOINTLY
To optimize the DNS resolution performance, the routes
between users and the nameservers are heavily engineered.
IP anycast is a technique leveraged to this end and it
has been measured using passive or active analysis [77],
[96]–[99]. On the other hand, route hijack against DNS has
been discovered and DNS and routing data are combined to
detect such incidents [1], [98], [100]–[102]. Yet, no prior
study has assessed the importance of certain parties related
to the DNS infrastructure in the lens of routes, and we make
the first attempt.

VI. CONCLUSION
To quantify the importance of a country on the entire
DNS infrastructure, we present DNSWeight, which ana-
lyzes DNS records and BGP routing data and computes
destination-wise and path-wise scores. Measurement tasks
that compare countries’ importance based on regions, IP pro-
tocols (IPv4 and IPv6), domains, and paths can be fulfilled.
We will release the source code of DNSWeight to help other
researchers study issues related to DNS and routing.

Here we revisit the measurement results and highlight
the key insights. Firstly, the importance among countries is
quite unbalanced. The US plays the dominant role in DNS
infrastructure in every region, with over 0.75 on AfriNIC,
LACNIC, and RIPE NCC, while the second country/region
only has less than 0.25. European countries like Germany
also have a strong influence across RIRs consistently. The
gap is even enlarged when IPv6 is inspected, with the US
being able to reach over 0.9 overall RIRs except for ARIN.
Such observation could be unique to the DNS infrastructure,
as diversifying nameservers are recommended by IETF RFCs
and the network infrastructure of US and other European
countries is more likely to be relied on. Secondly, countries
with a history of network sovereignty have a significant
impact on a large number of domains if they choose to isolate
themselves from the Internet. Out of the 1.38million domains
we surveyed, China, Russia can achieve absolute control
over the 50K domains, while China and India can influence
the resolution of over 700K domains. This result shows the
DNS world is highly connected, and DNS reliability needs
to be reconsidered in the context of country politics. Thirdly,
the routes of DNS resolution are far from being optimal, with
the average length of a country path being 2.7 (except theUS),
and country loops are observed in 62.6% routers we surveyed.

While we are pleased to see the community’s effort in mak-
ing DNS more reliable (e.g., multiple nameservers for one
domain), we are concerned about the inequality of investment
into DNS infrastructure between countries and the impact
of network sovereignty potentially by certain countries. The
issues with DNS routing should also be addressed to improve
users’ DNS experiences. We believe country-wise impor-
tance should be considered an essential factor when structur-
ing DNS infrastructure and new research is warranted.
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